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Foreword

Looking back at the past 10
years, it is but with a sense
of accomplishment that
one views the evolution
of a digital learning
ecosystem that has gone
on to impact the lives of
tens of thousands of youth
across India…
Abhijeet Mehta, Quest Alliance

…a partnership built
for driving continuous
innovation leveraging
technology and keeping
the learner at the center.
Kshitija Krishnaswamy, Accenture India
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Introduction

With Accenture’s
unstinting support, Quest
Äâ»°ôÜÄÀçã°ÀÄķãÑãÎ
voyage of exploration,
creation, consolidation and
delivery, a journey that has
taken ten years to evolve.
Skills to Succeed is an
endeavour that continues
to grow, changing form,
acquiring greater mass
and momentum, as the
people we partner with
and reach expands.
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Quest Alliance understands the need to stay relevant,
to be able to cater to the needs of young people who are
preparing to navigate life and work in the 21st Century.
We are now re-examining and re-designing the course
structure and delivery, to adapt it to newer technologies,
make it fully responsive, and give young people immediate
access to work and life skills on the go, through the tablet
and mobile phone.
This study showcases our journey, and the QuestAccenture collaboration, which extends far beyond the
short-term gain of immediate, year-on-year results in
education. It underlines how technology was integrated
into the program, what the results were, and therefore, the
lessons that can be drawn by others who have the intent
đóĸáááĄÆºÆĀĈÏêđÌºº³ėđÏóêáê³ĈÞÏááĈºóĈĩĈđºèɐ
As a model of lasting Corporate Social Responsibility and
philanthropy, it highlights what long-term investment and
commitment can achieve: the deep, exponential impact on
disparate communities and industries, and its far-reaching
ºĵºđĈóê9ê³ÏɭĈĩóėêÆĀºóĀáºɊđÌºģóĄÞÄóĄºóÄđóèóĄĄóģɐ
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When we look at the
ģóĄá³đó³ĩê³ĸĢºđó
ten years into the future,
ģºĈºº³ÏĵºĄºêđĀÏđėĄº
from the backdrop against
which Skills to Succeed
ģĈĸĄĈđĄºđº³ɐzÌº
rapid pace and scale of
technological change and
ĹóģĈóÄÏêÄóĄèđÏóêɊ
among other forces, are
disrupting markets and
fundamentally altering
the future of work.
Kshitija Krishnaswamy
Director of Corporate Citizenship,
Accenture India
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The Need for Skills to Succeed

Half of India’s population
is under 26. By 2020, India
is expected to have the
largest pool of working-age
manpower in the world,
with more and more of
the very young joining the
workforce. India is at a
ÐÑ÷üçôÑ¼°ÝÝē÷ÑÎãÑķ¼°ãüñçÑãüȤ
where the youthful surge
could lead to a demographic
dividend. On the other
hand, it could turn into a
demographic curse.
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If the emerging workforce is not able to take advantage
of emerging opportunities, we could see an increase in
ĈóÏºđáóêĹÏđĈĈèóĄºê³èóĄºĀºóĀáºĸÆÌđÄóĄđÌº
same limited opportunities.
Unfortunately, there is a wide gap between the skills
9ê³ÏɭĈĩóėđÌĀóĈĈºĈĈê³đÌºĈÞÏááĈêºº³º³đóºĄê
livelihood in a modernizing economy.
As per the India Skills Report 2017, less than half of
young Indians meet the employability criteria that would
get them regular, full-time jobs. The ratio is especially low
(about 25%) for those doing vocational training from a
polytechnic institute.

LÐÄ çĐÄôãâÄãüçÍ#ãÀÑ°ɛ÷HÜÑÝÝ
#ãÀÑ°¼°âñ°ÑÎãÐ°÷°goal to
÷ÜÑÝÝɓþñǇǃǃâÑÝÝÑçãñÄçñÝÄ»ē
ǅǃǅǅȩ#üÑ÷°Î°ôÎ°ãüþ°ãü°÷ÜȤ
đÐÑ¼ÐüÐÄÎçĐÄôãâÄãü°ÝçãÄ
¼°ããçüÍþÝķÝÝȩ#ãǀƾƿǀɎƿǁȤüÐÄ
4°üÑçã°ÝHÜÑÝÝÄĐÄÝçñâÄãü
çôñçô°üÑçãçãÝēâÄüƿǄȩǃʔçÍÑü÷
°ããþ°Ý÷ÜÑÝÝÑãÎü°ôÎÄüȩ
qÞÏááÏêÆɢėĀ«ºóèºĈèóĄº³ÏĶėáđģÏđÌđÌºáÞóÄ«ĈÏ
ĈÞÏááĈđėÆÌđÏêĈÌóóáĈɐzÌºSqɭĈĄºĀóĄđóêĈÞÏááÆĀĈ
ĈĀºÏĸááĩÏ³ºêđÏĸºĈweak communication skills, inadequate
grooming and hygiene, sub-standard customer service
orientation and poor time management skills as some of
the key gaps in youth who aspire to jobs in several sectors.
zÌºĈºĈÞÏááĈĄºóĄºđóĀºĄĈóêɭĈÆĄóģđÌɊê³đÌºĈºĈÞÏááĈĄº
also generic; that is, they are critical skills irrespective of the
sector and career path that a young person chooses.
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The Process

The numbers can and do
speak for themselves. The
gap exists and continues to
widen. The question, then,
is how best to reach as
many young people in the
âç÷üÄÍÍÄ¼üÑĐÄ°ãÀÄÍķ¼ÑÄãü
way possible? Quest in
collaboration with a diverse
set of partners over last
10 years has gone through
a process of research,
experimentation, piloting
and eventually scaling-up
through various models.
12

1: From Research
to Experimentation
Quest collaborated with Quicksand Studio and went
ÏêđóđÌºĸºá³đóºêÆÆºģÏđÌĩóėđÌɊđĄÏêÏêÆÏêĈđÏđėđºĈ
ê³ºèĀáóĩºĄĈɊđóĸĄĈđÆºđĸĄèÆĄĈĀóÄđÌºóêɢÆĄóėê³
reality. This would organically and logically lead us to a
ĈĀºÏĸĈºđóÄĈóáėđÏóêĈđó«ºÆÏêđó«ĄÏ³ÆºđÌºº³ėđÏóêɢ
skills gap.

Key Insights

We learnt that the barriers to
employability are many-layered
multi-layered
and complex
» ĄººĄÌóÏºĈĄºėĈėááĩêºº³ɢ«Ĉº³ɐzÌºđÏèºóĵÄóĄ
º³ėđÏóêÏĈáĈóđĄ³ºɢóĵģÏđÌĸêêÏáê³ÄèÏáÏá
responsibilities.
» Most students have had negative and uninspiring school
experiences; they look to directly link the new experience
with a job.
» Learning interventions are vital in their transformation
to adaulthood – to create responsibility, discipline and
integrity, hope and a positive change in self-concept.
» zºÌºĄĈ³óèóĄºđÌêÛėĈđđºÌɐzÌºĩÄėáĸááđÌºĄóáºĈ
óÄèºêđóĄɊóėêĈºááóĄê³óêĸ³êđºɕóÄđºêɊđÌºĩĄºđÌº
only people to whom these students can turn, to help
address the real issues they face.
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Key Insights (Continued)
» Empowerment is the key to change. Vocation is not
ÛėĈđ«óėđáºĄêÏêÆĈºđóĄɢĈĀºÏĸÛó«ĈÞÏááĈɊ«ėđáĈó
«óėđ«ºóèÏêÆģºááɢĄóėê³º³Ɋóêĸ³ºêđê³
responsible adult.
» Thoughtful technological interventions are lacking. When
teachers are not equipped, technology can hinder upgrades
and customization.
» New support structures need to be mobilized for growth,
because on-the-job experience is a powerful determinant
for self-awareness.

9ê³ÏɭĈº³ėđÏóêáê³ĈÞÏááĈÆĀê«ºĈººêĈ
ĀĄó«áºèóÄɫėêÏđê³Ĉáºɭɐ9đèêÏÄºĈđĈđđÌºėêÏđáºĢºá
– the average young person lacks employable skills on
multiple fronts, something that cannot be bridged with a
single, quick intervention. The gap also manifests at scale:
đÌºêėè«ºĄóÄđÌºĈºÏê³ÏĢÏ³ėáĈģÌóêºº³ĈÏÆêÏĸêđ
assistance runs into more than 50 million every year.
It is critical that successful solutions are designed to
èÞºáĄÆººêóėÆÌ³ÏĵºĄºêºđóđÌºÏê³ÏĢÏ³ėáɊê³áĈó
ÌĢºĀóđºêđÏáèėáđÏĀáÏºĄºĵºđđÌđºê«áºĈºáºĄđº³
rollout, thereby creating scale impact in the medium term.
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2: The Pilot
ÄđºĄºĨđºêĈÏĢºÏêđºĄđÏóêĈģÏđÌ³ÏĵºĄºêđ
stakeholders to understand the gaps and challenges
confronting youth, vocational training institutions and
employers across India, Quest Alliance developed and
pilot-tested a comprehensive classroom-led training
curriculum for trainers and students. This included
compiling a comprehensive skills competency list based on
đÌºĄºĈºĄÌɊÄÏáÏđđóĄɭĈÆėÏ³º«óóÞĈê³Ĉđė³ºêđĄºĈóėĄºĈ
to further enhance facilitator preparation, and train-thetrainer workshops to ensure trainers were well equipped to
ºĵºđÏĢºáĩđºÌáºĈĈóêĈɐ
ÏđÌºêđėĄºɭĈĈėĀĀóĄđɊlėºĈđááÏêºĈóėÆÌđđó«ėÏá³
a blended learning model that combines digital learning
tools with a traditional classroom model. This meant
developing, piloting and implementing a technology-led
version of the same curriculum, for CD-based learning,
internet-enabled learning and even mobile-based
simulations and games.

ēÑü÷ĐÄôēã°üþôÄȤüÐÄñôçÎô°â
°Ñâ÷üçñôçĐÑÀÄ°ÎôÄ°üÄôþãÑü
Ñâñ°¼üüÐ°ã¼çãĐÄãüÑçã°Ý
Đç¼°üÑçã°Ýüô°ÑãÑãÎñôçÎô°â÷,
đÐÑ¼ÐüÄãÀüçÍç¼þ÷çãñôçĐÑÀÑãÎ
÷ÜÑÝÝ÷Ñã°÷ñÄ¼Ñķ¼Àçâ°ÑãüÐ°ü
đÑÝÝÍÄü¼ÐüÐÄ¼°ãÀÑÀ°üÄ°ã
ÑââÄÀÑ°üÄÛç»ȩ
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Our pilot design had to cover these parameters:
» Remove traditional modes of assessment that only
reinforce a singular paradigm of learning.
» Ensure a non-threatening environment where the role of
the teacher as disciplinarian is minimal.
» Make space for play and peer-to-peer guidance as
ÏêđºÆĄáɊėêɢÏêđÏèÏ³đÏêÆê³ºĵºđÏĢº
aspects of learning.
» Create school-free zones; intense transformative
experiences akin to summer camps.

3: Scaling Up
Based on the pilot, it was clear that the initiative was
ready for scale. Undoubtedly, challenges existed in the form
of poor I.T infrastructure, hesitation on the part of partners
and a lack of digital literacy among students.
A network of committed partners were onboarded
who had embraced digital learning and they formed the
backbone of the scale up strategy. A number of systems
and processes were integrated into the scale up plan
ranging from onboarding of students, installation of digital
content, troubleshooting and maintenance of software, data
management, validating student assessments and networks
with employers.
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DþÄ÷üÀÄ÷ÑÎãÄÀ°ÀÄÀÑ¼°üÄÀ
ɘLô°ÑãüÐÄLô°ÑãÄôəâçÀþÝÄÍçô
üô°ÑãÄô÷÷ñÄ¼Ñķ¼°ÝÝēâ°ã°ÎÑãÎ
°»ÝÄãÀÄÀ¼Ý°÷÷ôççâ¼°ÝÝÄÀ°÷
üÐÄɘ4°ĐÑÎ°üçôəüô°ÑãÑãÎȩLÐÄ
ã°âÄđ°÷°ãçÀüçüÐÄÍ°¼üüÐ°ü
üô°ÑãÄô÷đÄôÄãçđãçÝçãÎÄô
üÐÄÍçþãüçÍÜãçđÝÄÀÎÄ»þü
đÄôÄÍ°¼ÑÝÑü°üçô÷°ãÀ¼þô°üçô÷
çÍüÐÄ÷°âÄȩ
The scale up, though faced with expected hiccups was
a success and allowed us to take the blended learning
approach to 3000 youth across 4 states in India. Students
ê³đĄÏêºĄĈáÏÞºÞêóģáº³Æº³đÌºèêĩ«ºêºĸđĈ
of the blended approach. This experience over a 12 month
ĀºĄÏó³ÆĢºđÌººêđÏĄºĀĄđêºĄĈÌÏĀđÌºóêĸ³ºêº
that this could indeed be an exemplar of a
new way of imparting skills training.
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4 : Way Forward
As we move ahead, we need to stay relevant, to be able to
cater to the needs of young people who are preparing to
navigate life and work in the 21st Century. With the fast
changing scenario, we had to re-examine and re-imagine
the learning experience and delivery, to adapt it to newer
technologies, make it fully responsive, and give young people
immediate access to work and life skills on the go, through
the tablet and mobile phone.
Mobile Research
In the year 2016, it was clear that the mobile revolution
was well and truly on its way. Smart phones were becoming
far more affordable as were data rates across India. Young
people across socio-economic backgrounds were increasingly
accessing entertainment, social media and news on their
mobile phones. It was self-evident that the blended learning
model had to now adapt to the mobile ecosystem.
Quest commissioned one of its core design partners
Quicksand to conduct an in-depth user research that provided
Quest with insights, opportunities and design principles for a
mobile-first strategy. A team from Accenture’s consulting
practice worked with Quest to build out a long-term roll out
and business model for mobile-first learning.
Based on these two pillars of knowledge, Quest has now
built out a mobile-first learning platform on Android OS.
All of the desktop learning material in English, Retail and
Customer Interaction as well as Life and Work skills will be
accessible by students anywhere, anytime on their mobile
devices. This will allow for tens of thousands of youth to
continue accessing learning material as alumni and stay
connected to the Skills to Succeed ecosystem.
18

Mastercoach
Early on in the skilling journey, Quest identified the trainer
as a critical part of a young person’s life and career prospects.
The digital life skills developed by Quest in 2008 was the first
in a series of tools aimed at empowering the trainer community.
In 2012, the “Navigator” training was created which started
the process of helping trainers migrate from a traditional
classroom set up to a more blended environment. However,
the need was to also create a cadre of trainers who truly
embraced 21st century learning techniques and became creators
and curators of content, not just consumers.
Mastercoach was born out of this idea, to create
21st century educators. Leveraging Quest’s experience in creating
blended learning classrooms, a similar 5 month course was
conceptualised which blended a physical workshop with a
4 month virtual learning experience through self-learning,
on-the-job assignments and peer-driven interactions between
trainers across regions and experiences.

Over the past 4 years Quest has
trained over 400 trainers as
Mastercoaches, seeding the idea
of blended 21st century classrooms.
By 2022, Quest aims to have
reached over 5000 trainers with
the Mastercoach blended learning
initiative.
19

Learn Pi
Deploying desktop infrastructure in a networked environment
has been a prerequisite to Quest’s blended self-learning initiative.
However, the effort required to install and maintain large sets
of networked desktops, especially in rural areas with poor
I.T support was a challenge.
An innovative solution was created by the Quest Experience Lab
by customizing Raspberry Pi servers into low-cost, self-contained
units that would easily host and deploy Quest’s self-learning
material.

Christened as the “Learn Pi”,
these low cost computing devices
are combined with a monitor,
keyboard, 3G modem and their own
power back ups. This innovation has
helped Quest bring down the original
costs by 60%.
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The effort going towards maintaining
and troubleshooting infrastructure has also reduced
as the Learn Pis are self-contained units and can
be accessed by Quest staff remotely. All data from
these devices sync with Quest’s cloud database,
thereby providing ready access to analytics on
student performance from across
the Quest network.
21

The Blended Learning Model

Blended learning combines
traditional, face-to-face
classroom learning with
online, web-based content
and delivery that asserts
control over Time, Place,
Path and Pace, of the
learning journey.
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While the human element keeps the personal touch alive,
đÌºėĈºóÄÏêđºĄđÏĢºđºÌêóáóÆĩááóģĈđÌºáºĄêºĄđóĸê³
his/her own path to successful learning, to interact with
others and with the system, and to personally stay engaged
with the learning process at every step.
The Skills to Succeed (S2S) project creates a technologyenabled blended learning environment that helps youth
ÆÏêĈÞÏááĈɊóêĸ³ºêºê³Þêóģáº³ÆºđóĈėºº³ÏêđÌº
workplace and beyond.
lėºĈđɭĈqȪqĀĄóÛºđÌĈđÌºÄóááóģÏêÆÞºĩºáºèºêđĈóÄ
blended learning:
» 9đóè«ÏêºĈ³ÏĵºĄºêđđóóáĈê³èºđÌó³ĈÄóĄ
learner, resulting in an engaging and meaningful
learning experience.
» zÌºđĄÏêºĄɭĈĄóáºÏê«áºê³º³áĈĈĄóóèÌêÆºĈ
ÄĄóèɫáºđėĄºĄɭđóèºêđóĄɊÆėÏ³ºê³ÄÏáÏđđóĄ
of learning.
» Students take greater charge of their own
learning journeys.
» Practical, active methods and tools, including
classroom activities, computer-aided learning and
peer interaction are used.

Online
E-Learning Package +
Teacher Resources

Networks

Offline

Audio Visual Content
Interactive Content

Games and
Learning Aids
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Advantages of
Blended Learning
ÝÄãÀÄÀÝÄ°ôãÑãÎ÷ÑâþÝü°ãÄçþ÷Ýē
°ÀÀôÄ÷÷Ä÷ɚüÐÄÑã÷üÑüþüÑçãɛȤɚüÐÄ
üÄ°¼ÐÄôɛȤ°ãÀɚüÐÄÝÄ°ôãÄôɛȤ°ãÀüÐþ÷
Ð°÷üÐÄñçđÄôüçüô°ã÷Íçôâçþô
ÄÀþ¼°üÑçã÷ē÷üÄâȩ

The Institution
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» Space is less of a constraint

» Less expensive

» Saves time

» Addresses varied
learning styles

» Creates self-driven,
responsible learners with a
strong sense of ownership

» More accurate learner data
đóºĵºđÏĢºáĩèºĈėĄº
academic progress

The Teacher
» Saves time

» ,óĈđºĄĈºĵºđÏĢºÏêđºĄđÏóê

» Addresses varied learning
styles

» More opportunities for
collaboration

» Meaningful professional
development

» Creates self-driven,
responsible learners with a
strong sense of ownership

» QóĄºėĄđºáºĄêºĄ³đđóºĵºđÏĢºáĩèºĈėĄº
academic progress

The Learner
» Self-paced learning

» Intuitively engages
digital natives

» Reduces stress, increases
satisfaction and
information retention

» Creates self-driven,
responsible learners with a
strong sense of ownership

» Saves time
2125

Impact

Direct Impact
Focuses on skills and career development for
youth, along with improving facilitation skills for
trainers using a blended learning approach.

Overall
Impact

2012-14

2014-16

2016-18

Total

Total Trained

3000

10000

17000

30000

Total Placed

1950

7100

12100

21150

No. of Trainer Trained

70

376

265

711

Vocational Centers

44

86

86

130

Partners

5

14

22

States

4

8

10
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Extended Impact
Quest Alliance partners with organizations working in the area
of development to enhance their capacity, enabling them to adopt
a technology-led blended learning approach towards teaching
and learning
2014

2015

2016

2017

Total

Total Trained

6326

10178

20000

25004

49343

Total Placed

2214

3868

4790

9000

11505

No. of
161
Trainer Trained

208

617

697

1683

Vocational
81
Training Centers

74

35

0

81

ITIs

11

30

51

41

51

Total No.
of Centres

92

104

86

41

104

Partner

41

60

54

54

60

States

10

22

10

11

22
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Program
!Ģ®¡ÿÂĐ®Ü®÷÷
On Facilitators
The facilitators took up the cause because they
liked the objective, and not because they initially
saw the design to be inherently superior. As they ran
the program with a couple of batches of students,
facilitators developed strong views about how the
ĀĄóÆĄèģĈ³ÏĵºĄºêđÄĄóèêĩđÌÏêÆđÌđđÌºĩÌ³
been exposed to before.
Facilitators could almost always see a direct link
between the blended design and the impact the program
was producing. To a large extent, they also felt that
the nature of the program design made them more
motivated – their subjective responses indicated how
much they themselves enjoyed handling a program that
ºĵºđÏĢºáĩèĄĄÏº³đºÌêóáóÆĩê³đÌºÌėèêºáºèºêđɐ
#âñ°¼üçã
°¼ÑÝÑü°üçô
ÍÍÄ¼üÑĐÄãÄ÷÷

3°ē»Äɂ4Äþüô°ÝɃ
ÄķãÑüÄÝēɂBç÷ÑüÑĐÄɃ

Ǆǀʔ

ǆǃʔ

°ñ°¼ÑüēüçÐ°ãÀÝÄ
BôçÀþ¼ÑãÎ
âçôÄ÷üþÀÄãü÷
ÀÄ÷ÑôÄÀçþü¼çâÄ÷

ǆƿʔ

ǃǆʔ

°¼ÑÝÑü°üçô
3çüÑĐ°üÑçã

°÷ÄçÍEçÝÄ

“After being a part of the Quest Intervention, I started preparing for my
classes, and gradually transformed into a facilitator. I became aware of my
«ºÌĢÏóėĄê³è³ºĈÏÆêÏĸêđÌêÆºĈđóđÌºģĩ9ÏêđºĄđº³ģÏđÌđÌº
students; I even changed my dress code. Today I do not get angry very often,
and I can empathize with my students. I feel energized every time I conduct
lėºĈđáĈĈºĈɐ9ºêÛóĩóê³ėđÏêÆđÌºɫQĩqđĄºêÆđÌĈê³«ÏáÏđÏºĈɭĈºĈĈÏóêĈ
the most. I am very happy with my life and career.”
4°ÎâçÐ°ãȤ°¼ÑÝÑü°üçôȤHÑô3WÑ÷ĐÄ÷Đ°ô°ē°#L#Ȥ °ãÎ°ÝçôÄ
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On Learning
The approach was perceived to be more interactive.
There was also reasonable consensus that the program was
easier than attending a purely classroom-based session.

LÐÄÑâñ°¼üçãüÐÄÝÄ°ôãÑãÎ
ñôç¼Ä÷÷Ñ÷¼ÝÄ°ôȩLÐÄôÄÑ÷
ÎôÄ°üÄô÷üþÀÄãüÄãÎ°ÎÄâÄãü
°ãÀÄãÛçēâÄãüȩ
9êºĵºđɊđÌº«áºê³º³áºĄêÏêÆĀĀĄóÌºê«áºĈ
learners to be more engaged and to enjoy the experience
more, which are both essential to better absorption of
the content being covered.
çâñ°ô°üÑĐÄ
BÄô¼ÄñüÑçãçÍ
HǀHÄ÷ÑÎã

ǆǅʔ

Ǆǆʔ

Ǆǁʔ

ǆǂʔ

#ãüÄô°¼üÑĐÄ

HÄÝÍɎÀôÑĐÄã

Bô°¼üÑ¼°Ý

°÷ÑÄô

3°ē»Äɂ4Äþüô°ÝɃ
ÄķãÑüÄÝēɂBç÷ÑüÑĐÄɃ
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The Employer’s Perspective
,ĄóèêºèĀáóĩºĄɭĈĀóÏêđóÄĢÏºģɊđÌºóėđóèºģĈêºĄ
unanimous. S2S had the greatest impact on communication
ĈÞÏááĈɊģÌÏÌĵºđº³óĢºĄáá«ºÌĢÏóėĄê³đđÏđė³ºđó
work, from being proactive and dedicated, to strong
progression in career trajectories.
âñÝçēÄôɛ÷
BÄô¼ÄñüÑçã
çÍHüþÀÄãü÷

ƿƾƾʔ

ǃƾʔ
ƾʔ
3çôÄñôç°¼üÑĐÄ

°âÑÝÑ°ôđÑüÐ
Àçâ°Ñã

çââþãÑ¼°üÑĐÄ

EÄÝÑ°»ÝÄ

In fact, salary levels at which students have been placed
has been shooting up. Like with high-end educational
institutions – although on a much lower base – many
Ĉđė³ºêđĈɭĈđĄđÏêÆĈáĄÏºĈĄºÌÏÆÌºĄđÌêģÌđđÌºÏĄ
families earn after decades of work. From one in ten, the
proportion of students earning more than their families has
gone up to one in six.

ʔđÐÄôÄ
üÐÄ÷üþÀÄãü÷ɛ
Ñã¼çâÄÑ÷
âçôÄüÐ°ãüÐÄ
Í°âÑÝēÑã¼çâÄ

11%

BÐ°÷Äƿ
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16%

BÐ°÷Äǀ

On Life
Given its 80% placement record, one would expect
ɫÆºđđÏêÆÛó«ɭđó«ºđÌºèóĈđÏèĀóĄđêđóėđóèºÄĄóè
Ĉđė³ºêđɭĈĀóÏêđóÄĢÏºģɐmºèĄÞ«áĩɊģÌÏáºÏêÏđÏááĩĈººÏêÆ
the program as something that would give them exposure
to computers or English, for those who had completed the
program, the main outcomes perceived were in line with
the long-term objectives of the program: greater selfóêĸ³ºêºê³ĀóĈÏđÏĢºđđÏđė³ºɐ
Life
8þü¼çâÄ÷

ƿƾƾʔ

ǃƾʔ

ƾʔ
"°ĐÄ°,ç»

Making
°ôÄÄôBôçÎôÄ÷÷

HÄÝÍɎ¼çãķÀÄã¼Ä

Bç÷ÑüÑĐÄ
üüÑüþÀÄ

“This program really changed my life. During the course
9óėá³ĸê³Æóó³èºêđóĄĈģÌóÌºáĀº³èºģÏđÌèĩĄººĄɐ
It empowered me to chase my dreams. I feel at home
and I am able to maintain a good work-life balance.”
H°ã°Ý°ȩEȤHüþÀÄãüÍôçâLÐôÑ÷÷þô
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The Journey

32

From conversations exploring
the idea of setting up a
digital learning ecosystem
for trainers and learners,
to devising curriculum and
embarking on a seminal
pilot that has scaled to
now saturate ten states,
the journey that Quest and
Accenture started in 2008
continues to grow and evolve.
The mission and commitment
remains steadfastly the same:
to equip India’s youth with
the skills they need to chart
successful career and life
paths in the 21st Century.
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The Journey
Milestones
2008
Quest and Accenture embark
on discussions to set up a
digital learning ecosystem for
trainers learners

2009
More than a Job: Immersive
ethnographic research by
Quicksand

2011
Digital content development
process begins with Quest
anchoring the development
in-house. Accenture
Technology Architecture team
works to customise Moodle to
serve as the LMS that will host
the content

2010
Classroom curriculum on
English and Retail created platform for blended learning
established

Centers
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2012–13
Phase 1:
3000 youth are trained using
blended learning curriculum

Tamil Nadu,
Karnataka,
Gujarat,
Andhra

2016–18
Shift to mobile readiness:
Quest learning app developed
begins to make all digital
learning material accessible
on mobile for facilitators
and youth

2014–16
Phase 2:
10,000 youth are trained using
blended learning over a 2 year
period with 70% being placed
in Retail Customer Interaction
and associated jobs

Phase 3:
13500 youth are trained using
blended learning over a 2 year
period with 70% being placed
in Retail, Sales and Customer
Interaction jobs

Kerala,
Telangana,
Bihar

Manipur,
Arunachal Pradesh,
Nagaland
35
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Lessons Learnt

all Program Managers who wish to design and execute
educational and skills-training programs in India. We
have distilled the following 9 lessons in this regard:

01
02
03
04
05
36

There is a general belief that learning programs can either
number of people in a small way. S2S is a good example
of how one can use the Blended Learning approach to

In a country like India, where cost of the program is a

INR 9988. This would have been near-impossible via
a traditional approach + how you can get started?
The Blended Learning approach does not necessarily
enable more content to be packed into a program. It creates
a better learning environment that enables learners to be
more engaged and to enjoy the experience more, which is
essential for better absorption of the content being covered.
One big misconception about tech-based learning is that
adoption would be slow in a country like India, especially in
remote locations. The truth is quite the opposite. One of the
main attractions of the S2S project is its use of technology.
Another misconception is that technology access limits
scale. While this is partly true when access is limited
via physical computer centres, this will dramatically
change when content is made mobile-friendly.
India is leapfrogging into mobile technologies at an
unprecedented pace. It is imperative that program
designers take advantage of this new reality.

ƾǄ
ƾǅ
ƾǆ
ƾǇ

Technology can be used appropriately to train multiple
đĩĀºĈóÄĈÞÏááĈɐqȪqÏđĈºáÄÌĈÄóėĄ³ÏĵºĄºêđóèĀóêºêđĈɊ
all of which have been designed to incorporate a blend of
technology and the human touch. Hence, nature of skills
imparted does not constrain the use of technology; it only
requires fresh and innovative thinking.
One should not assume that the use of technology makes
đÌºÌėèêđĄÏêºĄɭĈÛó«Ąº³ėê³êđɐ\êđÌºóêđĄĄĩɊđÌº
đĄÏêºĄ«ºóèºĈèóĄººĵºđÏĢºê³èóĄººèĀóģºĄº³ɐ9ê
fact, the program manager should allocate adequate time
to train the trainer, including online, ongoing programs
to handle queries. Much of the learning for the trainer will
happen after the initial training is provided.
A Blended Learning program should exploit the full power
of customisation and measurement. Technology makes it
easy to have frequent interaction and assessments. Modules
ê³ĀĄóÆĄèĹóģĈê«ºĀºĄĈóêáÏįº³«Ĉº³óêÄºº³«Þɐ
zÌÏĈĈÏÆêÏĸêđáĩºêÌêºĈĈđė³ºêđÏêĢóáĢºèºêđê³
learning outcomes.
IĈđáĩɊɫ.óó³ºĈÏÆêɭê³ɫ.óó³"ĨºėđÏóêɭÏĈºĢºĄĩđÌÏêÆɐ
Success comes from clarity of desired impact, getting the
right mix of technology and human involvement, allocating
the right time and resources for training the trainers,
planning for scale and continuous improvement based on
objective measurement.
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The Quest-Accenture Partnership

With more individuals and
agencies understanding
the need to upskill India’s
youth, and taking concrete
steps to contribute to
bridging the education and
skills divide, the individual,
the NGO, corporate and
governmental organizations
are creating connections in
multiple forms to take this
critical mission forward.
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The ways in which people partner are many: from
funding a cause, to helping develop the processes that
drive a program, to providing the manpower to design and
execute program architecture and technology, to inputs
on innovation. There are also engagements that focus on
building existing programs for reach and taking them to a
larger audience, or leveraging the access to and re-use of
existing products and services. And then there are those
partnerships that encompass it all, from sowing to harvest.

A Partnership of Co-Creation
From the outset, the Quest Alliance–Accenture
partnership has been an association for the longer term,
exploring every avenue of creation, sharing and support;
both have sought deeper impact on the individual, and
ĵºđÏêÆÌêÆºĄóĈĈóèèėêÏđÏºĈɊóÄģÌÏÌêđėĄá
fall-out has been year-on-year returns. As the engagement
approaches its tenth year, there have been multiple points
of collaboration, from crafting the CSR initiative together,
to devising the digital publication strategy, to designing the
Learning Management System architecture and deploying
it, to sharing knowledge and enabling wider conversations
across both networks, and even collaborating in an advisory
ĀÏđĩɐĩóêĈđêđáĩĸê³ÏêÆêºģºĄģĩĈđóÛóÏêÄóĄºĈɊ
đÌÏĈĀĄđêºĄĈÌÏĀ³ºĸêºĈê³ėê³ºĄĈóĄºĈđĄėºóɢĄºđÏóêɐ
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The
TheBlueprint
BlueprintofofCo-Creation
Co-Creation
Alignment
and
Agility
Alignment
and
Agility
Successful
co-creation
demands
complete
alignment.
Successful
co-creation
demands
complete
alignment.
Individually
and
atat
anan
organizational
level,
this
means
aa
Individually
and
organizational
level,
this
means
shared
investment
inin
the
long
term,
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toto
a mutually
shared
investment
the
long
term,
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a mutually
recognized
target
group
and
core
outcome,
while
absorbing
recognized
target
group
and
core
outcome,
while
absorbing
the
results
ofof
the
work,
and
adapting
toto
trends
and
changes.
the
results
the
work,
and
adapting
trends
and
changes.
,ėááĩóèèÏđđº³đóđÌºÏ³ºêđÏĸº³ė³ÏºêºɊ9ê³ÏɭĈĩóėđÌɊ
,ėááĩóèèÏđđº³đóđÌºÏ³ºêđÏĸº³ė³ÏºêºɊ9ê³ÏɭĈĩóėđÌɊ
ê³ĈđĩÏêÆđÌºóėĄĈºɊđÌºĄºĈėáđÏêÆóêĸ³ºêºÄĄóè
ê³ĈđĩÏêÆđÌºóėĄĈºɊđÌºĄºĈėáđÏêÆóêĸ³ºêºÄĄóè
shared
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and
aims
have
sustained
the
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and
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have
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have
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have
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that
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đÌÏĈĄºăėÏĄº³ÌÏÆÌ³ºÆĄººóÄĄºĈĀóêĈÏĢºêºĈĈê³ĹºĨÏ«ÏáÏđĩɊ
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adding
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a move
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the
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audience.
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Trust
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and
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have
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Strengths and Opportunities
With a shared vision and goals, both partners have
brought complementary strengths to the program. Quest
invested upfront on needs assessment and in-depth
êáĩĈÏĈđóºĢóáĢºĄó«ėĈđɊáºĄĈđĄđºÆĩɐºêđėĄºɭĈ
technological prowess and interest in skills training helped
leverage technology for deeper impact through accessibility
for greater digital inclusion. Together, we have collaborated
for systemic change, to build a larger pool of organizations
that will work hand-in-hand across the ecosystem of
training partners, employers, and content and technology
developers, to deliver a fully scalable program.
It is important to acknowledge the power dynamic in the
Quest-Accenture collaboration, a mature relationship that
ÌĈģÏđêºĈĈº³ĀĀĄºÏđÏóêóÄºÌóđÌºĄɭĈóèĀºđºêÏºĈɊ
ÏêĢºĈđèºêđɊºĵóĄđĈê³óèèÏđèºêđɊĄºđÏêÆê
environment that allows for the space to challenge, disagree
constructively, and push to perform optimally.
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zÌºmÏĀĀáº"ĵºđ
Leading by example, the Quest – Accenture partnership
has paved the way for more strategic associations, building
and expanding a growing network of people and companies
that add more weight and dimension to the original
vision, bringing on board their own experiences, skills
and services. The Skills to Succeed program also works
ĈÄóĄºèėáđÏĀáÏºĄɊģÏđÌºĈđ«áÏĈÌº³ɊÏêĹėºêđÏáê³
widely-networked organizations such as LinkedIn, Cisco
and Bank of America, who contribute to the model that has
set standards in harnessing funding, technology, learning
systems, and blended learning for 21st Century skills.
Quest has worked to strengthen the ecosystem from
the very beginning, by building trust and relationships
with other players, encouraging them to be the conduit
ÄóĄlėºĈđɭĈĀÌÏáóĈóĀÌĩɊĀĀĄóÌê³óêđºêđɐ9êáĈĈÏ
áÏĢÏêÆºĨèĀáºóÄđÌºmÏĀĀáº"ĵºđɊlėºĈđÌĈºêÆÆº³
directly with its implementation partners in nonformal and smaller vocational institutions with a very
hands-on approach, with training, funding and support.
lėºĈđɭĈó«ÛºđÏĢºÌĈ«ººêđó³ºáÏĢºĄºĨÏĈđÏêÆɊĈėºĈĈÄėá
frameworks that provide training and build capacity, so
that these organizations can then develop their own skills
programs.
In extended partnerships, such as private institutes
and large to medium Industrial Training Institutes (ITIs)
with more than ten centres, that established systems
and processes, Quest has provided access to needsbased training, technologies, relevant tools, and the
greater community of practitioners, aimed at model
transfer through training, but no intervention in daily
implementation.
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The initial years of the Skills to Succeed program saw the
more direct, hands-on approach in play; as the program
grows and evolves, Quest and Accenture work towards the
emergence of a hybrid model, where these two separate
threads converge.
lėºĈđɭĈĢÏĈÏóêÄóĄđÌºÄėđėĄºÏĈêºĨÏđÏêÆóêº«ºėĈº
it is constantly revisited and reinvented. Our partnership
with Accenture is a testament to a shared vision for the
future, and the stimulus to establish other longer-term
ĀĄđêºĄĈÌÏĀĈɐºĈººÞ³ÏĵºĄºêđģĩĈđóºĨĀáóĄºĀóđºêđÏáɊ
ºêÆÆºĈĀºÏĸĈđĄºêÆđÌĈê³áºĢºĄÆºđÌºèɊÄĄóèĀºóĀáºɊ
products and services, to technology, knowledge, and
expertise. We see collaboration and co-creation as the
opportunity for collective strategy and decision-making, a
way to make every partner a part of the larger story.
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Quest Alliance is a non-proﬁt trust working to bridge
the education and skills divide by enabling self-learning
for young people between 10-35 years.
Quest invests signiﬁcantly in education technology
solutions for youth and facilitators, giving them the
on-demand learning that is imperative for a changing and
dynamic world. We believe learning to learn and adaptability
are critical for individuals and organizations to make meaning
of their lives, and for the people they touch.
By 2023, we will empower 5 million learners and facilitators
with 21st century skills for social & economic growth.
We aim to strengthen learning ecosystems through education
technology, innovation, and collaboration.

Quest Alliance
#108, 2nd Main,
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Koramangala,
Bangalore–560034
Ph: +91 80 4098 3304
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